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In 1936, Zinovieff, Kameneff and each other as much if not more
14 other Communist leaders were than they do non-Communists,
W accused of treason and of plotting they seem condemned to an inter•
to assassinate Stalin. Vishinsky, minable series of purges and execu•
whipping himself into a fury and tions.
using the vilest language he could In Czechoslovakia, as in all other
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A few days ago a similar performance was enacted in Prague.
This time one of Vishinsky's under44 studies. Josef Urvalek, played the
role of prosecutor.
He. too . demanded the death
sentence for all the 14 Communist
leaders accused of treason . "They
are rats, snakes and cannibale ." he
said. "and the verdict of the judges
must fall like an iron fist on this
nest of snakes without mercy ."
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ALL but one of the accused —
Smirnoff—cursed themselves
with confessi ons and pleaded
guilty in the Moscow trial . Communist police methods have improved since that time and all 14
landered themselves with confessions of guilt in Prague.
VI 1937 the treason trials continued in Moscow . bringing death
Marshal Tukhachevsky and
even top generals of the Red Army
n charges of espionage for Gerany and seeking to restore capi
. At the same time Rykoff-lism
nd Bukharin were condemned for
otskyism" and Stalin issued a
atement which has a bearing on
e Prague trial.
He said Trotskyism had become
"organization of wreckers, spies
d murderers employed by foreign
pitalist states" who were gaining
conf' dente of Communist
ders . These "wreckers ." he conued, would not reveal themselves
til the eve of a war or during a

